
Ramadhan Wall Calendar

You Will Need
Yard stick Pencil
Wall space Dry erase marker or permanent marker
3 packs of Main Street “Jumbo Stickers” wall decals from Dollar Tree: 1 set of letters, 2 sets of circles

Instructions
Selecting the Shapes
You will need the following letters, symbols, and shapes:
8 large pink circles 11 large green circles letters: r a m a d h q n e i d p i 
15 small pink circles 12 small green circles * - - `

Prepare the Wall
Clear off and then dust and/or wipe down a section of wall space at least 36- by 36-inches. Decide the height 
from the floor your calendar will be especially if children are helping.

Design Your Calendar
Plan on paper first before starting your calendar. Spell out 'ramadhan' near the top of your wall work area. If you
are short of a's, cut the tails off of the b and q and stick them to the base of the letter; use an a decal as a guide.

Next, arrange 7 large circles in a row for the days of the week. We alternated the larger pink and green circles. 
Label the circles with the days of the week. We did ours in English and Arabic.

Arrange the smaller circles as you would see in a normal calendar in four rows with 7 days each, beginning with
the first day of Ramadhan (which in 2013 is Wednesday).

Use 20 small circles for the first 20 days of Ramadhan, and 10 large circles for the last 10. Write the numbers of
the month, 1 through 29, on the circles with a marker. Place the decal dots on the odd nights of the last 10 days. 
Use decals to spell out the word “EID” in day 30, adding any other decorative decals to the space. 

Create Calendar Messages
Do not peel off the remaining circle decals sheet yet. 
Write the year on one large circle and an ayah related to fasting on another. Write a Ramadhaan related word on 
4 small circles (e.g. taqwa, sawm, sabr, ibadah). Arrange the circles on the wall above the word Ramadhan. 

Choose 4 small circles, draw fasting related pictures in them, and place at the bottom of the calendar. 
Finally, use any remaining decals to decorate the calendar such as using the “i” as an exclamation point. 
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